Abstract -We analyze a low power, wideband CDMA system with multiple antennas. The joint "slope region" -of transmission rates at minimum energy per bit -is derived as a function of proportion between vanishing rates for multiple users. Vertices of the slope region may be achieved by a matched filter linear interface, followed by successive interference cancellation. We introduce and evaluate "robust slope region," the largest region which is inside every other slope region and is therefore independent from the relative proportion between transmission rates. Furthermore, we find the "robust slope," maximum slope which can always be guaranteed to all users.
I. INTRODUCTION
A new set of analysis tools was provided in [l] , which allows us to investigate the tradeoff of spectral efficiency and energy efficiency for various wideband systems. Subsequently, two user multiple access channel was considered in [2, 3] , and a fundamental notion of "slope region" was introduced as a function of unevenness between transmission rates. Given that the two rates vanish in a certain proportion 8, there is a set of admissible pairs of slopes of rates at minimum energy per bit.
A brief reflection on the minimum energy per bit in both single and multiuser communication mode [ 11 establishes that it depends only on the channel statistics. It is independent from relative proportion between users rates or powers.
One can think of transmission rate as either a function of power, or as a function of energy per bit. The later one "starts off+' at minimum energy per bit EbNO,i,, and we are interested in its initial slope. In single user communication mode, this slope depends only on the channel statistics [l] . @is)proportion between user powers andlor rates factors into multiple access slope region [2] . Only if users are sufficiently power unbalanced, individual single user slopes become simultaneously achievable. This may be thought of as an effective way of user separation -by powers.
Here we evaluate portion of the slope region which is independent or the relative proportion between the rates. It lies inside every other slope region and that's why perhaps the best name for it is the robust slope region. Furthermore, we evaluate the symmetric robust slope, as the slope which can always be granted to all users. In a scenario where relative balance between users transmission rates or powers is not fixed, robust slope gauges the worst case bandwidth requirements. This makes it an important parameter in wideband system design.
We proceed in full generality, assuming multiple users, and incorporating features such as multiple antennas and spreading codes.
Finally, we demonstrate how vertices of the slope region may be achieved by a matched filter linear interface, provided Complex additive white Gaussian noise with unit variance is represented by the matrix 7 . We read the received matrix y columnwize by applying the "stack" operator U [7] Here, 8 denotes the Kronecker matrix product. We constrain all users inputs to be i.i.d, with equal power allocation along transmit antennas. Following are important matrix identities [7] used extensively throughout the analysis We state the multiple access capacity region
In order to perform wideband analysis we let all users rates approach zero. However, we maintain relative proportion beit holds with equality. Define the total power seen by the receiver, tween the rates [2] . For that purpose we normalize as follows: P = GkPk.
(18) let the rates Rk vanish in proportion, so that
Here , 
we would obtain the "last" constraint from the rate region (7). We first evaluate minimum energy per bit and the slope region ne equation that needs verification is for our channel model. Proofs are mostly outlined and without tedious details.
THE SLOPE REGION
In single user communication mode minimum energy per bit may be found as
-J%?'(HkHl) Nk
We have implicitly defined the channel gain Gk, as in [l] . Transmission rate R is measured in nats for convenience. We see that the minimum energy per nat is just the reciprocal of the above quantity. It follows that the minimum energy per bit is given as
EbNO,i,(IC) = -
Gk ' We can verify this using i @ j e 1 = 1, and i -IC = s change of variable. Terms multiplied with each al will form a telescoping summation. Hence, the set of rates is truly a convex combination of the vertices. We can therefore proceed with calculation since we made sure that we gauged the "last" constraint. We evaluate the first order behavior of the expression for RI using equation (1 1). Since Etr is linear, the two inner summations collapse leaving only the term IC = 1. We reaffirm that Rl(0) = G I .
In a multiple access setting, this quantity may be achieved even by a matched filter detector [l]. Since presence of interference does not help, we conclude that even the optimal detector will attain this energy per bit.
Second order behavior is also necessary to find the slope region. It may be evaluated using (12h and it is "U. % more 
N?
When evaluating equations which define the "slope region," we begin from their counterparts from the "rate region" (7).
-ii1(0) = + Without loss of generality assume that A encompasses all
K i
users and suppress that variable. We will evaluate the impact of the "last" equation from the rate region (7), assuming that The last equality follows after much tedious calculation and it is explained as follows. p ( k , 1) is correlation between spreading sequences for users k and 1. "Dependence" between matrix channels for users k and 1 is denoted as 6(1, k ) , and is defined as
For purposes of this discussion we will name this variable 6
factor. We comment on it further down. Using ( l o ) , and normalizing the slope per receiver antenna per chip, which is the total number of receive dimensions we arrive at To see that constraints (33) are sufficient note that they imply that CA -$@A 0 AA is positive semi-definite for every A, and (28) follows.
From the other side, note that (28) for every @(A) implies that C A -$ @ A @ AA is positive semi-definite, since its off-diagonal terms are less than zero. TDMA slope region is found in [2], and it can be shown that it is strictly contained inside the robust slope region, except in the non-fading AWGN channel, when they are the same.
Definition 2 "Robust slope" is defined as the greatest symmetric slope which belongs to the robust slope region.
The robust slope can always be granted to all users. is not difficult to see that it is given as It
(34)
If the set of spreading codes is a design choice we may want to optimize the robust slope in order to better deal with the worst case scenario. 
V. MANY USERS

VI. INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
We wish to know how interference cancellation strategies perform in the low power regime.
Theorem 3 Vertices of the "slope region" may be achieved by a matchedJilter linear interface, provided that it is followed by successive inte~erence cancellation.
Equivalent statement for vertices of the capacity region is not true. It really takes a linear MMSE interface, followed by interference cancellation in order to achieve vertices of the capacity region [6] . However, if background noise is dominant over interference, then performances of the two are similar.
To demonstrate this for a simple two user case, we look at the signal to interference ratio for user 1, after matching to the channel and the spreading sequence. Using equation ( We evaluate first and second order behaviour of this expression, using equations (1 1),(12) and (19). After a lot of linear algebra manipulations we obtain R l ( 0 ) = G1
Using (lo), and normalizing per receive dimensions
Assuming perfect decision feedback, after interference cancellation the user 2 is left with the "clean" channel,
Adding up the two equations we see that the joint slope constraint is satisfied.
V I I . CONCLUSION
The slope region for multiple users with spreading codes and multiple antennas is described by a simple quadratic expression. This region is essentially a function of the relative proportion between the users rates and the channel statistics. The robust slope region is inside every other slope region and it only depends on channel statistics. The "robust slope" can always be granted to all users, regardless of the relative proportion between the rates. Matched filter linear interface suffices to achieve vertices of the slope region, provided that we use interference cancellation.
